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This has been a very busy and productive 

year for Manchester Trades Council and it 

has been great working with such a             

committed group of officers, executive    

members and delegates. 

In the last year we have been involved in numerous 

projects, including work to: 

 increase union membership in the city 

 campaign against austerity and public sector 

cuts 

 develop our project to set up an Unemployed 

Workers Centre 

 commemorate the role of Alf Morris MP in      

introducing disability legislation 

 support the call for a referendum on devolution 

 campaign against the anti-trade union laws 

 support striking workers in health, local gov-

ernment, the fire service and the civil service  

As the New Year begins, we are joining the Unison 

campaign to protect mental health services in the city 

and supporting the BFAWU in unionising the fast 

food industry. We are working jointly with Unite to 

establish the Unemployed Workers Centre and with 

Unison to ensure May Day 2015 is a success. 

This year’s May Day festival on Saturday 2nd May 

will be the biggest celebration of International   

Workers’ Day in the city for many years.  

We must build on this for our joint 150th anniversary 

with Salford TUC in 2016 and the 150th anniversary 

of the TUC in 2018. We should be proud of the strong 

links we have with the Mechanics Institute, the   

birthplace of the TUC.  

MTUC members have continued to work in a         

democratic and inclusive manner with branches    

receiving proposals prior to our meetings so that 

they can be discussed with reps on branch             

committees and members in workplaces. We have  

had plenty of heated debates but in spite of our      

differences we have conducted ourselves in a           

fraternal manner and always sought to reach                

a consensus.  

MTUC had a financially sound year.  We were able to 

fund all our activities through affiliation fees and TUC 

development grants.   

We made several donations and invested in some 

basic equipment which will help us deliver our work 

in the coming years.  We raised additional funds for 

our Alf Morris project and for the Manchester May 

Day Festival. We have set up internet banking which 

has simplified the process of making payments.  

Unfortunately, our elected Treasurer was not able to 

carry out the role this year and the work was divided 

among the other officers. Having a new Treasurer in 

post for the coming year will mean that we have 

someone concentrating on our finances which will 

benefit the Committee and the Council at large.  

Our auditors, Katy Kane and Penny Hicks, found that 

the books balanced at the end of the year bar a small 

discrepancy in the amount of money we donated to 

the Manchester Unemployed Workers Centre after 

dealing with their money prior to them setting up 

their own account.  This was dealt with at the January 

Council meeting and the accounts are now fully in 

order. 

It is a wonderful privilege to be the President of    

Manchester Trades Union Council. I look forward to 

another year of comradely debate and hard work in 

2015. 

Annette Wright 

President, Manchester Trades Union Council 
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It has been an honour to be Secretary of           

Manchester Trades Union Council during the 

last year. The period we are in is undoubtedly 

one of huge challenges for the trade union        

movement.   

We have a hostile government pursuing an anti-

working-class agenda and hostile employers             

emboldened by this government to attack the rights 

of workers. Despite these challenges, Manchester 

Trades Union Council see this period as one of huge             

opportunities for the movement.   

What has informed our strategy over 2014 is the idea 

that the union movement must orientate to an        

organising agenda in order to draw in a new layer of 

workers and expand the scope of collective             

bargaining.  

Looking at the decline of collective bargaining, it is 

obvious what effect this has had on the working class, 

which has seen pay decline year on year as the      

number of workers unionised has gone down under 

the weight of deindustrialisation and anti-trade     

union laws.   

We have committed ourselves to the popularising of 

TUC policies by leading public campaigns around 

them. We have done this with the view that if TUC 

policies are campaigned for in a serious fashion we 

can demonstrate that it is within the policies of the 

union movement that this country can find a way out 

of the dead end of financial collapse and political   

decay.   

With this in mind, we have set out to increase trade 

union rep, activist and member participation in our 

campaigns and this has been rewarded with more 

branch affiliations to MTUC.  

We have also sought to place the MTUC as a factor in 

local politics by actively intervening on issues of    

concern brought to us by branches.                               

We have had  ongoing exchanges with the City Coun-

cil and the Police Commissioner’s Office over issues 

such as policing of protests. 

We have played an active role within the Greater  

Manchester County Association of Trades Union 

Councils. It is through this body that we have pursued 

our concerns around the police tactics of GMP as well 

as pushing for the GMATUC to have greater represen-

tation on consultative bodies such as the Police   

Commissioner’s protest panel.   

It is our long term goal to have both MTUC and 

GMATUC routinely consulted by local government 

bodies as the representatives of the TUC in the     

Manchester and Greater Manchester area.  This fits in 

with our overall strategic goal of giving the union 

movement a much higher profile across the city and 

region.  

Delegates from MTUC have also actively participated 

in the TUC's democratic structures. Our Vice         

President sits on the North West TUC and we have 

also sent delegates to attend both the North West 

TUC AGM and the annual trades councils conference.   

2014 was just the start. 2015 will see us agree a  

Manchester Manifesto, drawn from TUC policies, 

which will form our campaign platform for this     

election year. Our banner claims that a better world 

is possible and I urge you to join us in helping make 

that a reality.  

Alex Davidson 

Secretary, Manchester Trades Union Council 
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MTUC activities and events 2014  

January 

MTUC delegate to the Co-op conference 

Barton Moss solidarity day 

UWC first AGM 

Met with NW TUC to discuss UWC joint working  

February 

AGM 

University picket lines  

Defend Manchester day 

March 

Unite anti-racism demo in Liverpool 

The President spoke at the anti-fracking rally 

Fast Food Rights Day of Action 

Met with Unison about affiliations and joint working 

NUT demo and march in Manchester 

Anti-racism march in London 

The secretary spoke at People’s Assembly budget day 

protest 

April 

The Secretary spoke at the anti-bedroom tax demo 

Met with the Mechanics Institute about working 

more closely together  

May 

Visited Chesterfield UWC 

FBU picket lines 

The secretary spoke at a People’s Assembly demo 

May Day  

June 

Planning commenced for a bigger and better May 

Day in 2015 

Met Mike Kane MP about Alf Morris 

The President spoke at the FBU rally 

Attended national trades council conference where 

our motion was carried and we spoke four times. 

NUT march 

The Vice President spoke at anti-bedroom tax demo 

Anti-bedroom tax and benefits justice conference 

July 

Mechanics AGM – the Vice President was elected to 

the board 

The Secretary spoke at the joint strike rally for PCS, 

Unison, Unite and NUT 

Unite Argos picket line 

August 

Leafleting for October demo at Victoria, Piccadilly 

and Oxford Road stations, Market St, Peters Square 

and Manchester Pride 

We delivered leaflets door to door in Ardwick 

The President spoke at the NW TUC demo 

 

 

UWC started at Moston Miners 

Met the Kings Arms about working with them and 

got support from Paul Heaton for the UWC 

The Secretary spoke at the Fast Food Rights Day in 

Manchester 

September 

TUC UWC fringe meeting 

Wigan Diggers 

Met FCUM about support for UWC 

First planning meeting for May Day 2015 

MTUC held a meeting about the anti-union laws in 

connection with the Labour Party conference 

UWC fundraiser  

The Secretary spoke at the FBU Ring of Fire event 

Climate change rally, where the President spoke  

The Secretary and President spoke at the Fast Food 

Workers Rights demo 

Provided the Kings Arms with union banners for dis-

play in the pub 

Met the People’s Assembly and Unite the Resistance 

about joint working 

First Alf Morris meeting 

October 

Agreed to screen Still the Enemy within after its first 

screening in Manchester 

Began regular Fast Food Rights events 

The President and Secretary spoke at PCS strike rally  

Britain Needs a Pay Rise demo in London 

NHS picket line 

November 

Met Unison, Equality North West and the NW TUC 

about May Day 

Spoke to FBU about May Day 

Million climate jobs meeting 

NW Trades Council conference, where we chaired 

the workshop on social security 

Attended a meeting about mental health cuts 

We took our motion about devolution to GMATUC 

which agreed to take it to the NW TUC 

Second NHS picket line 

FBU picket lines 

Met the People’s History Museum about working 

with them 

December 

Met Thompson’s solicitors and spoke to UCU and 

NUT about May Day. 

People’s Assembly meeting about devolution 

Leafleted on Market Street for TUC Decent Jobs Week 
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Manchester Unemployed  
Workers Centre  

Manchester Trades Union Council fulfilled a long-

held ambition twelve months ago when it agreed 

to establish the Manchester Unemployed Workers 

Centre project. An eight-member Management 

Committee was elected which agreed a                

constitution and opened a bank account.  

The Management Committee identified its work in 

line with a report produced for the Committee on the 

needs of communities across Manchester and the   

remit given by MTUC. Most of the work that has been 

done has covered three main areas: 

1. Funding 

See financial report. 

2. Premises 

For the past six months Manchester UWC has been 

holding a four-hour drop in service every Monday at 

Moston Community Arts and Music Centre. The drop-

in has been supported by members of the GM Unite 

Community Branch and the partnership between the 

UWC and the Community Branch has in many respects 

been the main success of the venture. 

The Moston Miners Club, as it is locally known, is in an 

isolated part of Moston and one of the difficulties we 

have had is a lack of knowledge of the area (most of 

the volunteers were from South Manchester) although 

staff at the Miners helped us out whenever possible.   

We distributed more than 4000 leaflets in the area 

promoting the drop-in – thanks to Moston Labour  

Party for helping with this – but had very little take up 

at the drop-in. We spoke to people who were involved 

in setting up Salford Unemployed Workers Centre 

many years ago and they said it took the best part of a 

year to establish their Centre. The drop-in at Moston 

will be reviewed at the UWC AGM. We pay £30 per 

week for the use of the room at the Miners. 

We have also been involved in positive discussions 

with Andy Walsh from FC United. There may be an 

option of having office space at the ground once it is 

finished, although there could be cost implications. 

The idea behind the UWC project was to provide a       

service for unemployed people in north, south and 

central Manchester. In the light of our experience in 

Moston, we have entered into discussions with      

Manchester City Council regarding possible use of  

buildings such as Sure Start centres. (There is one in 

every ward of the city.) Similar discussions are being 

arranged with workers from the voluntary sector. 

 

3. Volunteers and Training 

We have a fifteen-strong list of volunteers. We have 

also been involved in discussions with people           

involved in the Access 2 Advice campaign who are 

sympathetic to the UWC project. They can provide 

professional welfare rights training. Three training 

sessions have now been arranged for the end of this 

month and the first week in March. 

General points and observations 

The President and I visited Chesterfield UWC and it 

was after that site visit that I began to appreciate the 

scale of what we were getting involved with. It         

became clear that if we were going to pursue the     

project we would require input from a bigger group. 

A decision was taken at MTUC Exec to include on the 

Management Committee three representatives from 

GM Unite Community Branch and a representative 

from our volunteer group.   

Representatives from GM Unite Community Branch 

are arranging a site visit to the Unite Barnsley          

Resource Centre, which works primarily as a UWC but 

with a wider remit and is run by Unite and the NUM.  

We may need to look at a broader framework for 

funding, raising monies whenever possible from   

within the community as well as from trade unions 

One in potential channel is Manchester’s artistic    

community. MTUC have been developing links in this 

area via its work on Manchester May Day Festival 

2015. In particular there may be great scope in     

holding music events with supportive progressive 

bands. I am sure we could put things on at the Kings 

Arms and the Moston Miners.    

New development in Manchester 

This development has only just been made public   

following a discussion at the Access2Advice and      

Justice Alliance meeting at the Mechanics Institute on 

9th February. It was agreed to support a proposal to 

set up a GM Law Centre based in Manchester. Since 

the Coalition took power, all of Manchester’s Law  

Centres have closed, with a predictably negative effect 

on working class communities in the city.  

A working party has been working up a business plan 

and a public meeting arranged for Tuesday 31st March 

at the Mechanics. I have been involved in this group 

and I have proposed that UWC works with other    

bodies in the way that Chesterfield, say, combines the 

resources of the UWC with the local Law Centre.  

John Clegg, Vice President, Manchester Trades         

Union Council  
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HOPE not hate  

2014 was the year that the British National Party 

(BNP) finally crumbled, due in no small part to 

HOPE not hate’s consistent and unrelenting      

campaigning and research. 

The party was reduced to just two local councillors as 

the others were ousted alongside its MEPs, including 

party leader Nick Griffin. Griffin was even deposed as 

leader and subsequently booted out of the party          

altogether.  

Thousands of people got involved in our 2014          

European Election campaign. In Manchester alone, 

70,000 newspapers, 20,000 leaflets and 7000 pre-

election leaflets were delivered in just two months. 

We launched the Together project, a community-

organising initiative committed to bringing people               

together in communities through developing shared 

identities and common ground. This project has seen 

hundreds of people joining together and barriers   

broken down in some of our most fraught and tense         

communities. 

Other initiatives included a Voter Registration drive 

for 2015 that seeks to help marginalised communities 

get registered and heard, a report into Britain First – 

the first in-depth investigation into the group – which 

led to the resignation of its founder and co-leader, and 

campaigning on child sexual exploitation, demanding 

that authorities take the issue more seriously whilst 

simultaneously pushing back attempts by the far right 

to racialise the issue.  

Paul Heaton and Jacqui Abbott rounded off 2014 with 

a HOPE for Christmas gig in Manchester where 4500 

food items were collected and distributed to food 

banks across the city.  

While the collapse of the BNP was a fantastic way to 

celebrate our tenth anniversary, bigger challenges lie 

ahead. The emerging political threat from UKIP and 

the growing anti-immigrant line put forward by the 

main political parties in response means our work is 

needed more than ever. More than 18,000 people 

have already pledged to do their bit to stop UKIP, and 

it is not too late to be a part of it.  

There is a training day on February 22nd ahead of the 

UKIP challenge in the critical Heywood & Middleton            

Parliamentary seat and key council seat targets in 

north Manchester in the local elections in May 2015. 

Tony Short, MTUC HOPE not hate delegate 

Communications group 

The introduction of a communications strategy 

has enabled MTUC to promote its activities and 

objectives in a coordinated and effective way.  

The website has been just a part of the overall       

communications effort. In step with the times, Twitter 

and Facebook have been the most immediate and    

attention-grabbing communication mechanisms we 

have used successfully in 2014.  

The MTUC Facebook page has 573 likes and the UWC 

page 262. The May Day 2015 page already has 165 

likes. 

 

 

 

 

 

We are storming ahead on Twitter, with 3,445         

followers – way more than any other trades council. 

We have sent out 3,121 tweets and we are followed by 

some major trade unions, who frequently re-tweet us. 

More traditionally, regular press releases have         

ensured that local press and broadcasting media are 

up to speed on MTUC’s activities. The Manchester 

Evening News covered the Devo Manc actions and the 

Secretary’s speech at a strike rally in July 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Capital purchases in 2014 included a camcorder and 

we have started to build a visual resource including 

key speeches by MTUC reps, speakers at the ‘Repeal 

the anti-trade union laws’ public meeting and a     

compilation from the Britain Needs a Pay Rise demo.  

These are all up on YouTube and accessible via the 

MTUC website. 

www.mtuc.wordpress.com  

www.facebook.com/TUCManchester 

https://twitter.com/tucmanchester 

John Clegg, Kath Grant and Chris Rea, MTUC      

Communications Group 
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 Fast Food Rights  

Fast Food Rights is a national campaign run by the 

BFAWU, calling for improved terms and conditions in 

the sector, an end to zero hour contracts and £10/

hour for staff in the sector. Fast food workers are 

some of the most exploited in the economy with many 

earning the minimum wage and zero-hours contracts 

are used heavily throughout the industry. Union   

membership is low with very few recognition       

agreements in place. 

A National Day of Action in summer 2014 saw a well-

attended event in Manchester protesting outside    

several outlets in the city and ending with a rally    

outside McDonalds in St Ann's Square with BFAWU 

National President Ian Hodson. 

The Manchester Fast Food Rights Campaign was born 

out of this and five subsequent days of action,         

principally targeted at Burger King in Piccadilly      

Gardens, have been held. 

As well as raising awareness of the issues involved, 

the aim of the local Manchester campaign is to build 

union branches within relevant workplaces to create  

a sustainable approach to defending workers’ rights. 

The next phase of the campaign is a National Day of 

Action on February 21st, meeting outside Burger King 

on Piccadilly Gardens at 1.30pm. Next up is a global 

day of action on April 15th where Manchester will join 

hundreds of other cities around the world in demand-

ing fair treatment for fast food workers.  

Tony Short 

MENA Solidarity  

The strengthening reaction across the Middle East has 

meant that 2014 has been a most difficult year for the 

movements which came out of the Arab uprisings of 

2010 and 2011. Only in Tunisia and to a lesser extent 

in Lebanon is organising possible without risk of     

severe repression. 

During 2014 MENA Solidarity has organised support 

for those fighting repression in Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, 

Bahrain and elsewhere.  

The most recent protests have been in defence of 

those Egyptians activists, leading figures of the Tahrir 

revolution, who have been declared criminal by the   

al Sisi regime with their property seized. 

See www.menasolidaritynetwork.com 

Manchester has joined these protests.  In August, with 

the support of UCU MMU and MTUC, we organised a 

successful half-day event on the workers’ movement 

in Egypt, which despite the difficulties has been able 

to win a million members to the new independent 

trade union movement. 

A conference on the Arab Uprisings Four Years On is 

being organised by MENA Solidarity, Egypt Solidarity 

Initiative and Bahrain Watch. It takes place from    

6.00-9.00pm on Friday 13th February and from 

10.00am-5.00pm on Saturday 14th February at the 

School of African & Oriental Studies, London. For 

more  information and to register on line, go to: 

http://egyptsolidarityinitiative.org/conference2015 

Geoff Brown, MENA Solidarity delegate 

Unite Against Fascism 

I attended the June 2014 UAF National Conference and reported back to MTUC along with a set of                 

recommendations on the next steps we should take to further our anti-racist and anti-fascist campaign       

activity. This year’s conference is on 21st February at TUC Congress House, London. The UAF is building for 

the UN anti-racism national demonstration in London on 21st March 2015. If you would like to reserve a seat 

on a coach from Manchester, contact Nahella Ashraf on 07988  572976. 

In January, the Stand up to UKIP campaign had a series of planning meetings for the 21st March              

demonstration and also the run up to the national general election in May. 

The English Defence League is proposing to march in central Manchester on Saturday 7th March and the UAF 

is organising a protest against this provocative action. Although leader Tommy Robinson left the                  

organisation last year, the EDL continues to spew its poisonous racist and fascist message out onto the 

streets of our cities and it is vital that we show them that there is no room for their hatred in Manchester. 

Maurice Shaw, MTUC delegate to Unite Against Fascism 
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Attendance at Executive meetings 

Member Union  
Possible                       
attendance* Attended  Apologies  

Joe Bailey Unite 11 7 4 

Geoff Brown  UCU 11 4 7 

John Clegg Unite 11 10 1 

Alex Davidson  PCS 11 11 0 

Frank Ellis TSSA 5 3 1 

Glenn Feeney NUT 4 2 1 

Eddie Garner PCS 11 3 7 

Kath Grant  NUJ 11 1 7 

Lynne Hodge Unite 11 6 4 

Kevin Hunt  PCS 7 1 4 

Chris Jones Unite 11 10 0 

Jane Lee UNISON 11 2 1 

Maggie Lister  PCS 4 0 0 

Chris Marks  PCS 4 4 0 

Marilyn McCarthy  BFAWU 11 10 0 

Rhetta Moran NUJ 11 2 6 

John Puttock PCS 11 9 2 

Paul Rafferty  UNISON 11 6 3 

Jaime Raine  PCS 7 0 4 

Chris Rea NUJ 11 4 5 

Kate Richardson Unite 11 0 1 

Maurice Shaw PCS 11 10 0 

Tony Short UNISON 11 11 0 

Jimmy Thornton Unite  11 2 2 

Dave Vincent  PCS 11 9 2 

Annette Wright  PCS 11 9 2 

                                                                  *Data unavailable for September 

MTUC affiliated branches 
ASLEF Longsight ∙ ASLEF Manchester Piccadilly ∙ ASLEF Newton Heath ∙ BECTU North West Freelance ∙ 
BFAWU Manchester ∙  CWU Manchester Combined ∙ Equity Manchester & District Variety Branch VBN6 ∙ FBU 
Manchester ∙ NAPO Manchester∙ NASUWT Manchester ∙ NUJ Manchester & Salford ∙  NUT Manchester   
Teachers Association ∙ PCS British Council ∙ PCS DWP West Pennine and Oldham ∙ PCS EHRC Manchester ∙ 
PCS Highways Agency ∙ PCS MoJ Manchester & Salford ∙ PCS Ofsted ∙ PCS DWP Manchester & Salford ∙ PCS 
DWP Cheshire ∙ RMT Manchester South ∙ RMT Manchester Victoria ∙ TSSA Lancashire and Cumbria General ∙ 
TSSA Network Rail NW ∙ UCU MMU ∙ UCU North West Retired Members ∙ UCU Salford University ∙ UNISON 
AQA ∙ UNISON Manchester Community and Mental Health ∙ UNISON MMU ∙ UNISON NW Probation CAFCASS ∙ 
UNISON Pennine Acute ∙ UNISON South Manchester Hospitals ∙ UNISON Transport for Greater Manchester ∙ 
Unite GM Community  ∙ Unite Manchester Social Action #3 NW/88 ∙ Unite Greater Manchester Social Action 
NW/0515 ∙ Unite Manchester Social Action #2 NW/389 ∙ Unite Manchester Construction NW/0604 ∙ Unite 
North & East Manchester Health ∙ Unite NW Public Services and Local Government ∙ Unite NW/55 Fujitsu 
North West ∙ Unite Stagecoach Hyde Road ∙ Unite Thomas Cook Airlines ∙ Unite RMA 616 ∙ USDAW               
Fallowfield K021 

 
MTUC affiliated organisations  
Manchester TUC Pensioners Association ∙Manchester Users Network 

 
Organisations to which MTUC is affiliated 
Greater Manchester Hazards Centre ∙ Hope Not Hate ∙ MENA Solidarity ∙ GMATUC ∙ Unite Against Fascism ∙ 
Unite the Resistance 


